
	

 

 

Hey guys, glad to be here. I’m Tyler, the host of the YouTube channel Chico Crypto 
(https://www.youtube.com/c/ChicoCryptoConsultants/). 
Back in April I came across PieDAO during one of my crypto researches and I decided to put 
together a short intro video on your first “Pie” BTC++ (vid here 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmKnWX9FKBM), at min 6:00). 

PieDAO has since then been shipping at a great pace a pretty unique product offering, but 
seems to be somehow still lacking the deserved awareness in the DeFi space. 
In this sense, I’d be keen to propose an ongoing cooperation to PieDAO re the creation and 
distribution of branded contents through my YouTube channel. 

Here some stats on the Chico Crypto channel: 

- 154k subscribers; 
- about 6 vids/week produced; 
- on avg. 35k views per video within few days from release 

My proposal would entice the production of: 

1. #1 Integrated Video Review introducing PieDAO (3-5 mins length out of the total 12 
minutes video) - posted on the Chico Crypto YouTube channel, and shared on all social 
media outlets. 

2. #2 by-weekly updates per month (recurring) on PieDAO during our live streams (3-5 
mins length) - posted on the Chico Crypto YouTube channel, and shared on all social 
media outlets. 

3. #1 Full video review on PieDAO (10-15 mins) - posted onto the Chico Crypto YouTube 
channel, and shared on all social media outlets. 

Framing the above as an ongoing cooperation, I’d be glad to recognise in exclusive to PieDAO 
a 50% discount off my nominal rates. So: 

1. $ 5k for an Integrated video review 
2. $ 5k/months for #2 by-weekly updates (recurring) 
3. $12.5k for a Full video review (if requested) 

(payments 50% in ETH + 50% in DOUGH, made 3 days in advance to posting date). 

Looking forward to lifting this cooperation off the ground! 
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